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to the sapience of such an imp—is that nothing can be worse than
the worst, and the one alleviation of the world's ills is to enjoy their
absurdity.1 To Lazaro there is nothing sacred, nothing profane. He
makes what profit he can by casual benefactors, and flouts them into
the bargain. The same cynical attitude is the second famouspicaros
main equipment against the world. Mateo Aleman, however, in
Gunman de Jlfarache, tiied to combine the Spanish love of sermon- " Guzma?.
izing with Spanish cynicism, and the two do not piece well together. ^ difor-
It is like putting moral homilies m the mouth of Lazarillo. They ac e
may fall aptly and with infinite comic effect from that ripe old
sinner Celestma, who has evolved a paradoxical order of right and
wrong in her charitable experience of an outcast world ; but in
Guzman, the rascally young adventurer, with no eye for anything
but his belly or his conceit, they are out of character. Le Sage
was right in pruning away these concessions to pliilistmism when
he adapted the book into French.
In Guzman de A^arache the rogue becomes a cosmopolitan ad-
venturer. As ne'er-do-well, loafer, street-arab, man of fashion,
sharper, pimp, professional mendicant, servant to a cardinal and then
to an ambassador, he works his way through Spain and Italy, sketch-
ing people and manners in the liveliest style. Without the discourses
the book would have been as good as Lazarillo, erring however on
the side of length as that in too much brevity. The first part appeared
in 1599. A fraudulent sequel was published by a literary rival, upon
whom Aleman retaliated by putting his brother into the second
part as an objectionable character. The genre was now firmly
established. In 1603 appeared the Viaje Entretenido of Augustfn
de Rojas, and the P tear a Justina of Francesco Lopez de Cbeda the
same year. Quevedo was writing his Vida del Buscen llamado Don
Pablos about this time, not publishing it, how ever, till 1626. Some of
the best pieces in the Novels Exemplare$ of Cervantes are picaresque
stories, and there is manifestly a certain picaresque element in Don
Quixote. Espmel's Marcos de Obregon (1618), which gave Le Sage
die basis for his Gil Bias, and La GarduTia de Sevilla (i 634) of Alonso
de Castillo Salorzano perhaps complete the list of the most famous
1 What is the answer of Figaro, that most delectable ptcaro, to the Count's
demands : " Qui t'a donne une philosophic aussi gaie ? " figaro. <e L'habitude
du malheur Je me presse de me de tout, de peur d'etre oblige* d*en pleurer "
(Le Barbter de Swills, i. a).
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